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SPOR/Skyr/1info

SKYROS Overview

general introduction for walkers

6

SPOR/Skyr/2info

Skyros further reading

bibliography for Skyros

1

SPOR/Skyr/1U

A Look back from
the hills

Atsipoli round trip

200m up and down
over 5Km, about 1½
hours. No water.

walk up to a craggy hill for views
of Chora, farmland and coast
within 2Km of town

2

SPOR/Skyr/2

A Walk Around the
Bay and through
the Woods

Skyros - Aspous round
trip

200m up and down
over 14Km, allow 3
hours

a walk along the coast road, round
the slopes of Notos and back
through pine woods

2

SPOR/Skyr/3U

A Crag above the
Trees

Skyros - Afanes via
Ghournes

300m climb over
5Km, about 1½
hours

ridge route entails steady
climbing, final section off paths

2

SPOR/Skyr/3d

Down the Ridge to
Town

Afanes - Skyros via
Gournes

300m down over
5Km, about 1 hour

Down a broad arete and straight
back to town.

1

SPOR/Skyr/4U

Chapels in the
Crags

400m climb over 6.5
Km, allow 2 hours

scenic valley route with chapels
and a final steep ascent, opt link
to Panayia Libiani

3

SPOR/Skyr/4D

Summit to Skyros
Valley Route

400m down over 6.5
Km, allow 1½ hours

return to town via scenic valley
route with chapels opt link to
Afanes

2

SPOR/Skyr/5U

The Chapel in the
Cliff

Skyros - Panayia
Libiani, optional link to
Afanes

300m climb over 6
Km taking about 1½
hours.

walk through farmland past seven
country chapels to the cave
chapel in the cliffs of Mt Olympus
, opt link to Afanes

3

SPOR/Skyr/5D

Return from the
Chapel in the Cliff

Panayia Libiani Skyros, optional link
from Afanes

300m down over 6
Km taking about 1¼
hours

back from a remote rock chapel
and along the slopes of Gournes
to town,opt link to Afanes

2

SPOR/Skyr/6U

The Chapel in the
Cliff from
Kantounes

Kantounes - Panayia
Libiani, optional link to
Afanes

240m climb over 2.5
Km taking about 45
minutes.

ascent from airport road to the
cave chapel in the cliffs of Mt
Olympus , opt link to Afanes

2

SPOR/Skyr/7U

The Marble
Quarries

Aspous/Acherounes Decatria

390m climb over 6.5
Km, allow 1½ hours

a fairly tough hike to a viewpoint
on the west coast

2

Skyros - Afanes valley
route via chapels &
reservoir, option link to
Panayia Libiani
Afanes to Skyros Valley
Route via chapels &
reservoir opt link from
Panayia Libiani
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SPOR/Skyr/7D

Down from the
Marble Quarries
and a
compassionate
saint

SPOR/Skyr/8U

The Prophet’s MidLife Crisis

Aspous - Profitis Elias

SPOR/Skyr/9U

Two Wooded Bays
and a Bell

Pefkos - Ayios Fokas
via Ayios Panteleimon

SPOR/Skyr/11U

Rupert Brooke’s
Tomb to the
summit

Tris Boukes - Vouva
(Kochilas)

SPOR/Skyr/14

A restored
Byzantine
monastery

Ayios Demetrios

SPOR/Skyr/15

A cliff chapel above
the shore

Achili-Ayios Artemios
Cave chapel

SPOR/Skyr/16

The Lighthouse
and the Tortoises

Lekanes - Cape Lithari
Lighthouse

SPOR/Skyr/1pan

1pan View from
Skyros Kastro

SPOR/Skyr/3pan

Decatria Aspous/Acherounes via
Ayios Panteleimon

350m down over 4.5
Km. Sections off
paths, 1 hour. No
water.

a variant return of 7U via chapel in
former quarrying area

2

climb to a chapel on a conical
hilltop vantage point

2

up through woods to a little chapel
then down to a beach chapel and
taverna

2

650m climb over 8.5
Km, about 2½ hours

all day trek across remote bare
hills to island summit

2

60m climb over 0.5
Km

stroll from road to restored
monastery in trees

1

coastal path up to coastal cliff
chapel, opt on up Kochilas?

2

clifftop walk around south east
corner, lonely apart from tortoises.
Opt descent to lighthouse and
climb to spur summit

3

Kastro / Chora

panorama from Skyros town
(Kastro)

4

3pan view from
Afanes

Afanes

panorama from Afanes, summit of
Olympos massif in north

4

SPOR/Skyr/7pan

7pan Decatria
panorama diagram

Dekatria

panorama from central summit

1

SPOR/Skyr/10pan

Kochilas summit
panorama diagram

Kochilas (Panoftis)

panorama from island summit

3

290m climb over 3.5
Km taking about 45
minutes.
300m climb and
descent over 8Km,
taking about 2
hours.

400m climb over 3.5
Km, about 1½
hours. No water.
Undulating walk over
7.5 Km, taking
around 2 hours each
way, no water

total
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